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On April 24, in Managua, three rebels from the Fuerzas Punitivas de Izquierda (FPI) rebel group
stormed the offices of pro-Sandinista radio station Radio Ya. The three assailants one disguised as
a ranking officer from the National Police overpowered employees and forced them at gunpoint
to take the station off the air. The FPI is believed to be comprised of discharged officers from
Sandinista Popular Army (EPS). Before leaving, they left a message warning Radio Ya director
Carlos Guadamuz to discontinue the practice of accepting paid advertisements from the Managua
mayor's office. Mayor Arnoldo Aleman is president of the far-right Constitutionalist Liberal Party
(Partido Liberal Constitucionalista, PLC). The FPI's message said: "Guadamuz, if you sell out, you'll
be sorry...if you keep playing Aleman's game, you'll wind up like Arges Sequeira." The FPI publicly
claimed responsibility for the November 1992 assassination of Sequeira, also a right-wing leader
affiliated with the PLC (for coverage of Sequeira assassination see CAU 11/27/92.) In subsequent
declarations to reporters, Guadamuz insisted that the station is run as a private business concern
which survives solely on the basis of advertising. In this regard, he added, Radio Ya is not in a
position to cancel contracts with the mayor's office or with any other clients who continue to pay
their bills. The recent FPI action against Radio Ya was condemned by Sandinista National Liberation
Front (FSLN) leaders, including Daniel Ortega and Tomas Borge. The action did, however, reopen
a long-simmering debate within FSLN ranks over a series of issues regarding party-owned media
enterprises. In the three years since the FSLN's electoral defeat, the party has been unable to
reach consensus on a set of political and ideological guidelines for its media outlets, which include
daily newspaper Barricada, Radio Ya, Radio Sandino, and TV Channel Four. (Sources: Agencia
Centroamericana de Noticias-Spanish news service EFE, 04/25/93; Agence France-Presse, 04/26/93)
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